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Abstract

We present a novel specification language called JDC to be used at design phase of distributed components.
The extensive seek for asynchrony in distributed components demands new techniques for its specification
that have not been addressed before. We propose to focus the specification on its data-flow; this allows
to reason about inter-component synchronisations produced by a data-driven synchronisation model. The
language is endowed with enough formality so it allows a constructive approach; it allows the generation of
behaviour models which can be model-checked, and the generation of code skeletons with the control flow
of components. Globally, this approach aims at generating components with strong guarantees w.r.t. their
behaviour.
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1 Introduction

Component-based software development (CBSD) has emerged as a response from

both the industry and the academy for dealing with software complexity and reusabil-

ity. The main idea is to clearly define interfaces between components so that they

can be assembled and composed in several contexts. Unfortunately, software engi-

neers often face non-trivial runtime incompatibilities when assembling off-the-shelf

components. These arise due to an inadequate (or nonexistent) dynamic specifica-

tion of the component behaviour. In fact, only few state-of-the-art implementations

of component models take into account dynamic compatibility. The component

models SOFA [17] and Fractal [5] can be specified using “behavior protocols” [17],

or (for Fractal) with our pNets formalism [2]. Other component models such as

CORBA Component Model [16] only check interface type-compatibility in order to

realise a binding. Types are defined in an Interface Description Language (IDL).

A major originality of our work is that we target distributed component systems

communicating by asynchronous method calls with futures, concretely in the frame

of the Grid Component Model (GCM) [12]. The GCM is a novel component model
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defined by the european Network of Excellence CoreGrid. The GCM is based on

the Fractal Component Model, with extensions addressing Grid computing. From

Fractal, GCM inherits a hierarchical structure with strong separation of concerns

between functional and non-functional behaviours. The extensions to Fractal come

from the fact that in Grid computing components are deployed over thousands of

nodes, so scalability plays a major role.

Even if there are many specification languages in the literature, none fits well in

the context of distributed components. In the GCM, most difficulties come when

specifying the synchronisations. From a practical point of view, we focus on a ref-

erence implementation of GCM in Java: GCM/ProActive. In GCM/ProActive [8],

components communicate through asynchronous method calls with futures. Futures

act as placeholders for promised return values. Synchronisations happen upon data

access on a future, and futures can be transmitted in remote method calls to other

components; finally, almost any object in the program can be a future or not in a

transparent way. Such transparent futures alleviate the programmer from synchro-

nisation difficulties, allow for separation of concerns (the source code can be really

independent from the physical infrastructure), and give optimisation opportunities

at the middleware level. On the other hand, specifying and/or inferring about syn-

chronisations becomes more complex; we need to provide help to the programmer.

To our knowledge, no specification language has been proposed within this context.

Our approach in [7] was to attach the behaviour of components as part of the

architecture specification, defined in terms of Parameterized Networks of Transi-

tion Systems (pNets) [2]; pNets is a powerful model that expresses parameterized

topologies of processes communicating with value passing. Using pNets, we showed

how to synthesise the behaviour of distributed components; however the formalism

is too low-level to be used as a specification language, and lacks of the high-level

concepts particular to the different contexts in which we want to use it.

Related work: In the same spirit, “behavior protocols” [17] is an ongoing

research project that seeks formal specifications of components. They opt for sim-

plicity rather than expressivity, for example “behavior protocols” uses a simple

regular-language to describe traces of the component behaviour. This allows them

to check for behavioural mismatches, however they only take into account a limited

abstraction of the data-flow.

STSLib [15] provides a formal component framework that synthesises compo-

nents from symbolic protocols in terms of Symbolic Transition Systems (STS). Just

as pNets, STS concisely represents infinite systems, however, STS relies on Abstract

Data Types (ADT) which are more expressive than our Simple Types (see Section

2.3), but less intuitive for software engineers. Both formalisms rely on (N-ary) syn-

chronisation vectors, but in STS they are static whereas in pNets they are dynamic;

as shown in [2], this allows us to express reconfiguration in a natural way: rebind-

ing a set of interfaces is seen as a change in the synchronisation vectors. STSLib

synthesises components based on their STS protocols; a controller interprets the

STS protocol and data from the ADT is implemented (and generated) in Java. The

communication in STS components is rather low-level; both emitter and receiver

must agree exchange a message, although there is no clear notion of required nor

provided services.
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Sensoria [1] is another project which provides a mathematical framework for

component interaction. It targets Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) such as

Web Services and SCA (Service Component Architecture [4]). Their approach is

akin with “behavior protocols”, specifying the allowed interaction within the system.

Our approach is closer to the programming model, expressing what the component

does to later infer which are the interactions.

Contribution: The originality of our work is to focus on service invocations,

and implicit synchronisation by the mean of futures. We will show that the data-

flow and the access to the transmitted results implicitly set the synchronisations.

This approach provides a high-level and powerful abstraction for the programmer

that is close to the programming model.

Instead of proving that legacy code is safe, in this paper we take a constructive

approach similar to [11,15]. The idea is to specify the system, prove that the spec-

ification is correct, and then generate (Java) code skeletons guaranteed to conform

to the specification. pNets is left as the underlying formalism that interfaces with

model-checkers, and the programmer uses a high-level specification on top of pNets.

The language is called Java Distributed Components (JDC for short).

Paper structure: The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the

foundations of the specification language. Then, Section 3 illustrates how com-

ponents can be described and composed using an architecture specification. In

Section 4, we define the black-box behaviour of a component, that abstracts the in-

ternal details of a component. Section 5 specifies abstractions of user types. Finally,

Section 6 explains how to generate both behavioural models and code skeletons from

our specification language.

2 Foundations of the Specification Language

Distributed components tend to be coarse grain units of composition, and are often

loosely-coupled. In the following we present a specification language in the form

of an extension of a subset of Java for specifying these components. The language

includes both the architecture and the behaviour definitions, and is endowed with

enough formality and control-flow information so that we are able to:

• on one hand check the correctness of the system (Section 6.2): we build a be-

haviour model that can be model-checked against temporal formulas;

• on the other hand generate safe components (Section 6.3): we generate the control

code of components that is guaranteed to respect the specification.

We opt for a Java-like language for several reasons; (i) it is close to the target

expertise of engineers, using common syntax such as method calls and data classes;

(ii) it allows to embed part of the specification within the code skeletons; (iii) it

uses the same datatypes as in the implementation, guaranteeing that operations on

the datatypes are directly useful without modification.

2.1 Background on Distributed Components

A recent approach to deal with distributed components on Grids is provided by

ProActive [8], the reference implementation of the GCM. Components communicate
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through asynchronous method calls. A method call creates a request in the queue of

the target component, and a future on the caller side as a placeholder for the result.

These futures may be transmitted between components, no explicit instruction deals

with futures, neither for creation nor for access, but access to the queue is explicit.

serve(method) is used to select methods from the queue.

ProActive guarantees that, once the promised value of a future is known, it is

transmitted to every component that has received a reference to it. Moreover, the

various strategies used for transmitting the future values are proved not to change

the component behaviour. A precise operational semantics of ProActive is given

by the ASP-calculus [9]. These results inspire our specification language to adopt

futures in order to decouple components.

Using transparent futures in the specification language brings the same advan-

tages as in the programming language: the system designer doesn’t have to wonder

if a variable might contain a future; or more precisely, no explicit synchronisation

mechanism is needed for variables that may sometimes contain a future. This ex-

tends reusability of specifications as they may fit several contexts, where values

are remotely computed, or come from local instances. A drawback of transparency

of futures is non-determinism; it is in general not statically decidable whether a

variable is a future or not at a given point of the program. However, additional syn-

chronisation can be specified, ensuring that, after synchronisation upon a variable,

this variable is known to be value, or a future with a filled value.

Dynamic reconfiguration is supported in the GCM, however, it is not yet con-

sidered in JDC. In [2] we proposed models, based on our pNets, to handle reconfig-

uration of components. We plan to extend the language towards this direction.

2.2 Decomposing the Behaviour into Services

The functional behaviour of the component is an abstraction of the control-flow,

some elements of data-flow, and access to data. Concretely, for the distributed

components we deal with, the interesting events are:

• Remote method calls, these represent communication between components. A

remote call is always an asynchronous, it creates a request in request queue of

the callee component, and it creates a future in the caller for dealing with the

promised result. Remote calls are identified by calls on client interfaces.

• Future flow, these represent the creation of implicit communication channels be-

tween the component that computes the value of the future, and the component

that receives the reference to the future. The future flow can be identified by

tracking future objects in parameters and results of remote method calls.

• Data-access, these trigger synchronisations between components. They are iden-

tified using static analysis, or given explicitly within the specification.

The first part of the component specification is called the service policy ; it

defines how a component selects requests depending on its internal state, and any

behaviour the component triggers by its own. This is a rough specification of the

component protocol, however, it gives the user a good idea of how the component

should be used. For instance, the specification may specify that a component must
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serve requests in a particular order.

The second part of a service specifies what each request exposed at the service

policy actually does. This behaviour is defined by a Java-like language that is

very close to the programming model we want to specify. In there we include

an abstraction of the control and data flow, remote method calls done within the

service method, and access to data. Although it requires static analysis to infer the

behaviour, it is easier than in standard Java; remote calls are easily identified by

calls on the component’s client interfaces; future creation points are identified as

the results of these calls; there is no concurrency within the service method; and

there is no exception handling (for the sake of asynchrony).

2.3 Datatypes and Abstraction

The datatypes used in JDC are standard Java classes. This way the code-skeletons

obtained by our generation tools will be directly usable. On the other hand, arbi-

trary datatypes often have large (possibly infinite) domains which can’t be model-

checked directly. The kind of behavioural properties we seek only require an ab-

straction of these datatypes. Therefore, whenever verification is desired, the spec-

ification includes as well an abstraction of the user types that allows to derive a

simpler specification.

The abstraction keeps solely data influencing the control-flow and the synchroni-

sations, however, it must preserve the behavioural properties in the sense of Cousot’s

abstract interpretations [13]. If abstractions are finite and constitute abstract in-

terpretations of the initial parameter domains, then the model is finite. Following

[10], we build an abstract interpretation of the system behaviour, from abstractions

of the domains of the program variables; this construction can be used for finite

model-checking as it preserves safety and liveness properties.

The abstractions are mappings from user types to predefined first order datatypes

(simple types for now on). Simple types themselves are provided as Java classes,

and as a particular case, can be used in JDC programs. They are: point (or single-

ton), booleans, enumerated types, integers, intervals of integers, strings, records of

simple types, arrays of simple types.

In our work we decompose the abstraction in two steps: the first maps concrete

types to potentially infinite simple types allowing us to generate parameterized

pNets models. From pNets, we can apply many different proof methods, including

inductive theorem proving techniques, that can address a large family of properties.

The second step is based on finite partitions of parameter domains that depend on

each set of properties to prove. In this case, the abstraction produces finite pNets

on which we can use explicit-state model-checkers.

Finally, our abstractions must consider futures. Even if a variable has insignif-

icant values, access to the variable may still trigger synchronisation. This makes

the choice of a good abstraction tricky, and some variables are only kept within

the abstraction in order to signal eventual access on them. In other words, these

variables have an abstract domain with 2 values filled or non-filled.
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3 Architecture Specification

In the next sections, we present elements of the abstract and concrete syntax of JDC.

Each box defines a piece of JDC syntax, using: keywords in bold (e.g. component);

terminal symbols written between simple quotes (e.g. ’{’); non-terminal symbols in

monospace (e.g. Services); optional expressions with square-brackets (e.g. [ expr

]); choices with | (e.g. expr1 | expr2); concatenations of zero (resp. one) or more

expressions with ∗ and + (e.g. expr∗, expr+); and identifiers: ’id’ .

3.1 Defining a Component

The definition of a component type comprises its external interfaces with both

provisions and requirements, and a specification of its behaviour. The behaviour is

either given by a black-box specification in the form of a set of Services (Section 4),

or by a composition of components, also called Architecture (Section 3.2), or even

by both.

Component → component ’id’ ’{’ ≪component definition≫

external interfaces

Interface∗ ≪set of interfaces≫

[ Services ] ≪black-box description≫

[ Architecture ] ≪content description≫

’}’

Interface → server | client ≪interface role≫

interface InterfaceType ’id’ ’;’ ≪type and name≫

Each interface in a component has a role (either server or client), a type (a

Java interface as in most IDLs), and a name. The interfaces defined within the

context of the component definition are external interfaces and can be bound to

the environment. Interfaces determine both provided and required services of a

component; provided services are defined by server interfaces, and required services

are defined by client interfaces.

3.2 Composing Components

The composition of components is done within the architecture. It exposes the con-

tent of a component by means of its subcomponents, its internal interfaces, and the

bindings. The subcomponents are named and typed, the type being given by either

an external component definition, or by an inline definition. The bindings connect

two interfaces among the component’s internal interfaces and the subcomponents’

external interfaces.

In the GCM, the relation between an internal interface and an external interface

of a component is arbitrary: interceptors can transform or intercept any incoming

invocation. For simplicity, in this paper, we assume that there is an exact match

for each pair of external-internal interfaces (interfaces that have the same type and

name, but with opposite roles); and that invocations on an external (resp. internal)

server interface is directly forwarded to the corresponding internal (resp.external)

client interface.
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Architecture → architecture

contents

Subcomponent∗ ≪set of subcomponents≫

internal interfaces

Interface∗ ≪set of interfaces≫

bindings

Binding∗ ≪set of bindings≫

Subcomponent → ComponentType ’id’ ’;’ ≪named subcomponent≫

| Component ≪inline definition≫

ComponentType → ’id’ ≪reference to a type≫

Binding → bind ’(’ SourceItf ’,’ TargetItf ’)’ ’;’ ≪binds a pair of interfaces≫

3.3 Example

The CoCoME example [6] was implemented using GCM / ProActive. It is a Point-

Of-Sale system, in which the cash desk deals with the sales. The Cash Desk and its

hardware controllers are implemented as components, depicted in Figs. 1 and 2.

component CashDesk {
external interfaces
server interface ApplicationIf appIf;
client interface ScannerIf scannerIf;
// ... external interfaces

architecture
contents
component Application application;
component Scanner scanner;
// ... controllers

internal interfaces
server interface ApplicationIf appIf;
// ... internal interfaces

bindings
bind(this.appIf, application.appIf);
// ... bindings

}

Fig. 1. Architecture specification

Fig. 2. Equivalent schema

4 Behaviour Specification

When designing a system, the designer would like to adopt a top-bottom approach:

specifying first the behaviour of a component before going down into its architecture.

Thus, we also propose to specify directly the behaviour acceptable by the interfaces;

this is called a black-box behaviour of a component. Of course different architecture

definitions can match the same component black-box. In this paper, we leave the

equivalence (or preorder) between a component black-box, and its implementation

(architecture) unspecified. Many existing work can apply, starting with all notions

of simulations and bisimulations inherited from process algebras. They have to be

adapted to our component model though, e.g. in a way similar to the component

substitutability relations of [18].

In GCM there are two kinds of components, primitives that are atomic compo-

nents, and composites that are components composed of other components. Primi-

tives are monothreaded, and concurrency is introduced by composites. The concur-

rency in JDC is specified by a set of concurrent services within the Services block.
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Each service denotes a sequential process with its own set of local variables. A se-

quential process is split into the service policy that defines the high-level protocol of

the service, and a set of service methods that details the behaviour of the methods

exported by the component.

Services → services

Service+ ≪one or more concurrent services≫

Service → service ’{’

LocalVariableDecl∗ ≪variables of the component≫

policy ’{’ Policy ’}’ ≪service policy≫

ServiceMethodDecl∗ ≪service methods (exported)≫

LocalMethodDecl∗ ≪local methods (not exported)≫

’}’

4.1 Service Policy

The service policy defines how incoming requests are selected from the queue de-

pending on the internal state of the component, and any behaviour triggered in-

ternally. It is given by (non-deterministic) state-machines, expressed using regular

expressions. The actions can express reactive or active behaviour.

Policy → ServeMode ’(’ [ Filter ] ’)’ ≪reactive service≫

| MethodCall ≪active service≫

| Policy ’;’ Policy ≪concatenation≫

| Policy ’|’ Policy ≪choice≫

| Policy ’*’ ≪Kleene closure≫

ServeMode → serveOldest | serveYoungest ≪request queue accessor≫

Filter → | InterfaceName ≪any method in this interface≫

| InterfaceName ’.’ MethodName ≪this method≫

| Filter ’,’ Filter ≪a list of filters≫

The reactive behaviour defines which kind of methods to select, and in which

order to pick them from the queue. This represents work that depends on the

requests at the component’s request queue. As an example, serveOldest(itf.m1,

itf.m2) selects from the queue the oldest request on m1 or m2; if none of them is in

the queue, the service blocks until one of them arrives. Then, the request is served,

i.e., the control is delegated to the service method representing the request.

Additionally, an active behaviour denotes spontaneous behaviour, i.e., some

work that is done without being requested. In our example, a component in charge

of the scanner sends signals to the application component whenever a product is

scanned. The signals take the form of method calls on the application components.

For the scanner component, this behaviour is spontaneous as the interaction with

the physical scanner is abstracted away.

The service policy is the only block authorised to access the queue. Basically,

this ensures that the code generated for the service policy will be complete w.r.t.

how the component provides services. Moreover, the state-machines are precise

enough to ensure that the code generated will be the final implementation of the
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runActivity() method of a GCM/ProActive component, and no other method will

access the component’s request queue. More details are discussed in Section 6.3.

An example of a Service definition is found in Fig. 3. We give part of the

behaviour of the cash desk application. It has a single service (the component is

indeed monothreaded), and it is mainly reactive; it responds to incoming events in

a FIFO order.

4.2 Concurrent Behaviour

A primitive component can be specified by a single Service. This specification fits

as well in a composite component with a pipeline of subcomponents inside. In any

of these configurations, two request calls are treated sequentially. However, a single

Service cannot express concurrency as there is no explicit thread creation in JDC.

Instead, concurrency of requests is defined by multiple services within a component.

Each service is an independent activity serving requests in parallel, with its own set

of local variables and provided services.

A drawback of this approach is that it is not possible to define interference

among the services directly. That is, we must rely on an architecture definition

that composes independent components in order to express interference. Other

alternatives would have introduced more complexity to the language; moreover, the

generation of the control code would have been difficult as the programming model

doesn’t have explicit concurrency.

services
service {

// variables of simple types
Bool expressMode;
public enum CashState{

IDLE, STARTED, PAYING
}
CashState cashState;
// ... other variables of

simple types and user types

// initialises the system with
some RPC and then treats
calls in FIFO order

policy {
init(); // local method
serveOldest(applicationIf)*

}
// ... the service methods

}

Fig. 3. Service definition of the Cash Desk
Application

void applicationIf.barcodeScanned(Barcode barcode) {
switch (cashState) {

case IDLE:
case PAYING:

break; // ignore signal
case STARTED:

Product product = cashDeskIf.getProduct(barcode
);

if (product == null) {
eventBusIf.productBarcodeNotValid();
break;

}
if (expressMode && products.isFull())

__ERROR("ExceededNumberOfProducts");
else {

products.add(product);
runningTotal.add(product.getPurchasePrice());
eventBusIf.runningTotalChanged(runningTotal,

product);
} } }

Fig. 4. A Service Method of the Cash Desk Application

4.3 Service Methods

A service method is an abstraction of a service exported by a component. It is

defined by means of a subset of Java statements in which there is no exception

handling, and no concurrency. This includes the relevant dataflow between input

parameters and results of the method, as well as communication with required

services. The service method has access to the component’s variables, however, it

doesn’t access the component’s request queue.
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Java is extended to deal with component interfaces. The name of the service

method is prefixed by the server interface in which it is defined. Client interfaces

are accessed as usual objects but they cannot be assigned to other variables. This

last requirement is very important to ensure that all the interactions between com-

ponents are realised through the client interfaces.

An example of a service method is depicted in Fig. 4. The behaviour focuses on

a cash desk that may provide an express mode for dealing with sales with a limited

amount of products. When the barcode of a product is scanned, the component

reacts accordingly to its internal state. Its usual behaviour is to get the product

information by invoking a remote method call (getProduct(barcode)), add the

product to a list of products, and update some information regarding the current

sale (runningTotal). The specification is quite close to Java, notably the operations

on the product are the ones that would be expected in a real implementation.

5 Specifying Abstractions

This section shows how to define and use abstractions of user types in JDC. One

particularity is that a class may have more than one abstraction defined, each one

focusing on the significant behaviour of a variable.

The abstractions ensure that we are able to generate behavioural models based

on pNets. pNets allows us to interface with several verification tools; for the moment

we focus on finite-state model-checkers, but using pNets we can potentially interface

with infinite-state model-checkers and theorem provers as well.

5.1 Formalisation of an Abstraction

A class is a tuple C =< −→m,
−→
f >, where −→m = {mi(−→a ) : τ i} are the methods of C;

−→a = {aj : τ j} are the method arguments; and
−→
f = {fk : τk} the fields.

An abstraction of C is a class CA =< −→mA,
−→
fA >, where each public method

m({aj : τ j} : τ) of C has one or more abstract method mA(−→aA) : {τA} with −→aA the

abstract arguments, which domains are sets of values in the abstractions of classes

τ i, and the result is an abstract value in the abstraction of class τ .

For defining what is a good abstraction of the domains of the variables in the

specification, we need to identify:

• where in the specification are the “variables of interest” – those used in the

properties to be proved;

• what are the significant values of these “variables of interest” – these will deter-

mine their abstract domain;

• which other variables in the program influence (through control-flow and data-

flow) the “variables of interest” – these other variables will also have a non-empty

abstract domain.

For each of these significant variables, we must attach an abstract type in the

following manner:

• for each public method m of C, abstract versions mA are provided that capture

the accesses on the class variables, accesses on the variables passed as arguments,
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and relevant results of them.

• the fields of the concrete class that are of interest are included as a record. The

domains of these fields are such that they are precise enough to hold the property

to prove. This is done recursively in order to find the abstractions of the other

variables of interest.

5.2 Using Abstractions

An abstraction in JDC is similar to a Java class, with extensions to deal with non-

determinism and data abstraction. An important notion is that we may have to

use different abstractions for different variables of the same concrete type, within

a given program. This means that in the abstract program, we may need different

versions of the abstract operators, depending on the abstract types of the arguments.

For example, if the concrete program has variables x:Int, y:Int then the abstract

program may have x:Sign, y:[0..3], and we may need to define the + operator for

arguments in Sign and [0..3]. We solve this problem in two phases: we define a

library of abstract classes (here Sign and interval as abstractions of Int, with the

standard abstract operators in each (e.g. + : Sign*Sign -> Sign); these libraries

can be defined in a generic way, and reused easily. Then for a specific program,

we define abstract classes that inherit from the required library abstract classes,

and define additional abstract operators depending on the specific abstraction of

variables, and of the occurrences of the operators found in the code (e.g. + :

Sign*[0..3] -> Sign).

Abstraction → abstraction ’id’ of ’id’ ’{’ ≪datatype abstraction≫

Field∗ ≪local variables≫

Constructor∗ ≪abstract constructors≫

Operator∗ ≪abstract operators≫

’}’

Field → Type ’id’ ≪type and name of variable≫

[ abstracted as Type ] ≪local mapping of a type≫

Operator → Type ’id’ ’(’ args ’)’ ≪signature of concrete operator≫

[ abstracted as Type ’id’ ’(’ args ’)’ ] ≪signature of abstract version≫

The fields within an abstraction are variables of type simple type, or any other

usertype provided with an abstraction. The latter can be given by a unique global

abstraction for the type, or by an inline abstraction that selectively determines the

abstraction for the type.

The operators are abstract versions of the class methods, that capture the be-

haviour of interest for a variable. It is possible to have multiple versions of the same

operator, each one taking different abstract versions of the arguments and return

types. Similarly, the same applies to constructors.

It is often useful (or required) to underspecify what are the results of an ex-

pression, possibly as the result is a set of abstract values. The language includes

for that two non-deterministic operators; the first, called ANY, non-deterministically

returns any element of the abstract domain; the second, called ANYELEMENT, non-

deterministically selects an element from a list.
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Moreover, it is often not possible to statically know if a variable refers to a value

or to a future. The safe assumption is to consider such variable as possibly future.

In here, we exploit that a non-future variable is semantically equivalent to a future

variable with filled value. Nevertheless, the user must keep in mind that some traces

in the specification may never occur in a concrete implementation. A solution can

be then to make the specification more precise by enforcing more synchronisation on

a variable (by means of touch()). After the synchronisation, the variable is known

to be non-future. touch() synchronises on the variable without describing which

operations are applied. This allows details of the implementation to be filled-in

later without changing the synchronisations occurring in the system.

5.3 Example

abstraction ListProducts_A of ListProducts {
enum ListState { EMPTY, OK, FULL }
List<Product> products abstracted as

ListState;
ListProducts() abstracted as ListProducts_A

() {
products = EMPTY;

}
Bool isFull() { return (products==FULL); }
Product get() abstracted as Product_A get()

{
switch(products) {

case EMPTY:
return null;

case OK:
if (Bool.ANY())

products = EMPTY;
return Product_A.ANY();

case FULL:
products = OK;
return Product_A.ANY();

} }
void add(Product product) abstracted as

void add(Product_A product){
product.touch();
switch(products) {

case EMPTY:
products = OK;
break;

case OK:
if (Bool.ANY())

products = FULL;
break;

case FULL:
break;

} } }

The example above illustrates the use of a data abstraction influencing the

control-flow. A short-sale must not exceed a maximum number of products, but

there is no constraint on the type of products. Therefore, the abstraction of the

product list must be precise enough to take into account whether the maximum has

been exceeded or not, and can abstract away the product information.

The abstraction for the product list has no counter. Instead, it focuses on the

states the list can have: the list is either EMPTY, OK or FULL. This abstraction is

imprecise w.r.t. the number of products it has, so actions on the list are non-

deterministic. Adding a product from an EMPTY state never reaches the limit for

a short-sale, however, from an OK state it may (the state change to FULL is non-

deterministic). Note that the context guarantees that we never call add() when the

list is FULL.

The abstraction for the product is such that we are able to signal access upon

the variable. This is necessary as the product may be a future; indeed, in Fig. 4

product is the return of a remote method call and thus can be a future. Therefore,

the product is abstracted as a Singleton domain (Product A) such that the access

is signalled by touch.

6 Work in Progress

The middle term aim of this work is to create code with a guaranteed behaviour.

It is therefore natural to start by checking the behaviour of a component, and then
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to generate code-skeletons for the components.

6.1 Finding Abstractions

Defining abstractions can be burden without a tool support. For developping this

kind of tool a first step is to characterise what is a good abstraction. It surely

depends on the property to prove, but there are a couple of general ideas that

support some automatising of the abstractions.

Using static analysis, the variables used in the property will signal which are the

“variables of interest”. The abstract domain for these variables is such that if there

is a non-deterministic choice affecting the property, then the abstraction must be

refined. There are tools like Bandera [14] that take this approach. Bandera defines

a family of abstractions for a variable and lets the system find the least precise one

that still holds the property. This work must be extended, though, to take into

account futures. At least one needs to find the set of variables that may contain a

future in any of their subfields. This leads us to the set of variables that must have

a non-empty abstract domain as well. Moreover, this gives us the most abstract

structure a variable can have for its type, i.e. a record with a field (or recursively

subfield) for each of these variables with non-empty abstract domain.

6.2 Behaviour Model Generation

Building the behavioural model requires to abstract the JDC specification into a

corresponding specification with only simple types. This is done by replacing each

variable of user type by its abstraction. Then the pNets model will create:

(i) for each service, a storage for each of its local variables. A storage is a parame-

terized Labelled Transition Systems (pLTSs) that stores the variable state, and

that exports actions set and get for accessing the variable. These storage are

synchronised with all the pLTSs of the service methods and the service policy.

(ii) pLTSs for specific library elements of JDC, e.g. request queues, and proxies

for futures. The latter requires dataflow analysis of the futures flow – in [3] we

have defined a similar procedure.

(iii) a pLTS for each service policy. The service policy is a state machine so the

transformation is straightforward. The reactive behaviour is transformed into

two actions, one synchronised with the queue, and another that fires the af-

fected service method. Similarly, each active behaviour is transformed into an

action that fires the method directly.

(iv) a pLTS for each service method. This requires static analysis of the pseudo

Java code of the abstract specification.

(v) synchronisation structures (pNets) for relating these pLTS. Each component

is modelled by a pNet that synchronises the actions of the pLTSs – the model

was previously shown in [2].

(vi) a tree of pNets modelling the architecture of the components. Each branch

is the pNets model of a component, where its branches are the pNets of its

subcomponents – the model was previously shown in [2].
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6.3 Code Generation

From the JDC specification, it is possible to generate GCM/ProActive code-skeletons

with the control code of the components. Java code is only generated for sequen-

tial components, so concurrent components must be provided with an architecture

that decomposes the behaviour into sequential components. The ProActive mid-

dleware is adequate because it supports distributed components that communicate

with first-order futures. We base our method on the following steps:

For each Architecture specification of a component, the compiler generates a

composite component. The composite architecture is expressed with the GCM ADL

(Architecture Description Language). The composite ADL defines the component

type and its content based on the ADLs of other subcomponents, bindings and the

IDLs of the interfaces.

Each Service denotes a sequential component, and therefore its natural im-

plementation is a primitive component. An ADL is also created for defining the

component type, as well as a reference to its Java implementation. A skeleton code

is generated for the latter with the control flow. The code is a translation of the

JDC’s black-box specification based on:

• each service method in JDC is a public method of the component. We rely on

the strong functional behaviour encapsulation of GCM for this matter, and that

every possible method call and data-usage appears in the black-box specification.

• all data types are created, but these will need to be modified by the programmer

to give implementation details.

• the service policy is implemented as a state machine within the ProActive’s

runActivity() method. This method dictates the initial activity of the com-

ponent and we use it to orchestrate the access to the queue and to serve requests.

7 Conclusion

We aim at safe-by-construction components. Our approach is to define the architec-

ture, the behaviour, and an abstraction of data within the specification language.

The specification is formal enough in order to generate behavioural models that can

be model-checked, and to generate code skeletons that include the control code of

components.

More specifically, our contribution in this work is:

• A high level specification language for distributed software components, called

JDC, that includes architectural, behavioural, and data parts. The behaviour of

a component is given as a set of services; the details of a service are given in a

Java-like language that makes easy to specify the control and data flow.

The data part is an abstraction of the final application data classes. It must be

designed by the developer as a compromise between verification and implementa-

tion concerns: precise enough to keep track of domains of variables affecting the

control and data flow, but abstract enough to allow model-checking.

• Procedures for producing a hierachical behaviour model, in pNets format, on one

side, and code skeletons, in GCM/ADL and Java, on the other side.
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This work builds on the GCM, however, at the moment only a small subset

of it is addressed. We plan to extend the language to cope with other interesting

features, such as group communications and non-functional aspects (dynamic re-

configuration). Currently we have no tool support for the JDC language, except

for a graphical version in the form of an Eclipse editor of the architecture part.

Nevertheless, we plan to have a first prototype for the full language by the time of

the workshop.
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